PROOFREADING BUSINESS PLAN
Thinking of becoming a freelance proofreader but not sure where to start I recommend reading Louise Harnby's books
Business Planning for.

This market changes a lot and you will have to catch up with it all the time. You can then hand them out
around your town, so individuals know that you provide proofreading services. Written for those with no prior
publishing or editorial experience, these practical guides take the new starter, step by step, through the basics
of planning an editorial career and marketing their services. We know the answer and we will show it to you in
a second. What are the costs involved in opening a proofreading business? If you hire employees, workers
compensation insurance may be a legal requirement in your state. This way, you will always have some irons
in the fire â€” and before you know it, you will be busier than a fire ant at a Sunday afternoon picnic! Do you
need a new computer? It never hurts to ask and you might get new clients in no time. It can be email, call, a
postcard mailing, etc. Further Education and Experience May Be Necessary Some studying may be necessary
to familiarize yourself with some of the different styles of writing you'll need to proofread. It takes time to
build a business, especially a successful one. Contact your national editorial society for guidance. Having a
good eye for detail and a strong grasp of language is only the start. Attached is the XX page on your site,
which I edited for you. First, where will you operate out of? Formal Training or Certification Is Not Needed
However, a background editing news copy or working as an English or composition teacher will make it easier
to market your value to potential clients. This could include editors and publishers, authors, business owners,
or corporate communications clients, website owners, college and even high school students, ad agency
creative directors, and the owners of small public relations firms, among many other client types. Owning an
editorial business requires hard work, commitment and patience. The good news is that your startup expenses
will be very reasonable. Will you build a website? Your posts to social media must also be error-free. Simply
upload a word sample of your business plan and use the code FREE at checkout. You can seek the broadest
possible range of clients, or you might choose to specialize in one area where you have the most expertise.
Obtain Qualifications Obtaining qualifications and seeking proofreading training is an important step. Your
writing business plan is just a list, a tool to help you identify your goals and keep you on track while proving
to the government that, yes, your writing is a proper business. One of the greatest resources an entrepreneur
can have is quality mentorship. If your budget does not allow you to hire someone, build a website yourself.
You need to set goals and put them into action. Register for taxes You will need to register for a variety of
state and federal taxes before you can open for business. Krista Hillis Proofreading requires individuals to
search through documents and text, looking for errors, omissions, and misspellings. In summary Running a
personal business is a dream come true for many. Good luck. On top of this, our editors come from a range of
professional backgrounds. STEP 9.

